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Abstract

Data with which to study disability dynamics usually take the form of successive current-status measures of disability rather than a record of events or spell durations. One recent paper presented a semi-Markov model of disability dynamics in which spell durations were inferred from sequences of current-status measures taken at 12-month intervals. In that analysis, it was assumed that no unobserved disablement transitions occurred between annual interviews. We use data from a longitudinal survey in which participants’ disability was measured at monthly intervals, and simulate the survival curves for remaining disabled that would be obtained with 1- and 12-month follow-up intervals. The median length of an episode of disability based on the 12-month interval data is over 22 months, while the “true” median, based on the 1-month interval data, is only one month.
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Fitting Event-History Models to Uneventful Data

An Event-History Analysis of Disability Dynamics

Cai et al. (2006) propose an algorithm for estimating the parameters of a semi-Markov event-history process using data in which backwards recurrence times—elapsed times since the most recent event—for initial spells are unknown. Because many prospective studies collect such data, Cai et al.’s “SMP-EM” approach appears to be quite useful. They illustrate their approach using disability data from the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS). The MCBS is a panel study of older people, in which subjects are periodically asked a series of questions about their functional capacities and their ability to carry out daily tasks. In the MCBS, these disability assessments are taken at 12-month intervals. As Cai et al. acknowledge, use of an event-history model with data of this sort necessitates assuming that at most, one disability transition can occur between adjacent annual observations.

Cai et al. find positive duration dependence in three of four of the transitions studied. Because virtually all past research on active life expectancy assumes that disability dynamics follow a first-order Markov process, Cai et al. conclude that their calculations based on the semi-Markov model are superior. Cai et al. note that it would be worthwhile to relax the implied assumption that there are no undetected events; our goal is to assess the consequences of the assumption, using data from a study in which disability assessments occurred at one-month intervals.

Measurement Problems Associated with Panel Current-Status Data

Panel data on disability of the sort collected in the MCBS are widely used for studies on disability dynamics, where they are used to calculate probabilities or rates of transitioning between various statuses. For example, both the Longitudinal Survey of Aging (Crimmins et al.
(1994)) and the Health and Retirement Survey (Reynolds et al. (2005)) collect current disability status at two-year intervals. Data with assessment intervals of four (Hidajat et al. 2007) and five (Lynch et al. 2003) years have also been used for this purpose. In nearly all studies of disability dynamics that employ such data, researchers treat the data as though they were generated by a discrete-state event-history process, and assume—as in Cai et al.—that there are no unobserved disability events. When interview times are one or more years apart, this assumption may be incorrect. For example, Hardy and Gill’s (2004) analysis of data from the Precipitating Events Project (PEP), which assessed disability at one-month intervals, indicates that 65 percent of new disability episodes ended after only 1 or 2 months. Thus there might be numerous undetected disability spells when assessments are taken only at 1- or 2-year intervals.

The panel-data sources mentioned above collect data on current disability status but not on disability events. The problems associated with an annual-monitoring design are illustrated in Figure 1. The figure displays nine hypothetical disability histories that occur over a three-year period. In the figure, a bold D indicates a month in which disability is detected by the annual-monitoring design. An italicized D indicates additional months of disability that are detected only by the monthly-monitoring design. Empty cells correspond to months without disability. A U indicates that a subject has been lost to follow-up at one of the annual follow-up times.

There are two types of error produced by the annual-monitoring design. The first is a variation on the familiar phenomenon of length-biased sampling (Zelen (2004)). Disability histories 1-3 include short disability spells that begin and end between months 1 and 11, and are therefore not detected by the annual-monitoring design. Because the undetected spells are short, on average, while spells in progress on month 12 can last arbitrarily long, the length-biased sample overstates the duration of disability spells.

The second type of error associated with the annual-monitoring design concerns
measurement error among those spells that it does detect. Disability histories 4-9 in Figure 1 include disability spells that are in progress in month 12 and are therefore detected by the annual-monitoring design. Under the actuarial assumptions employed in the construction of ordinary life tables, events are assumed to be uniformly distributed over discrete time intervals. Thus, in the annual-monitoring design subjects coded as nondisabled in month $m$, disabled in month $m + 12$, and once again nondisabled in month $m + 24$, are considered to have experienced disability spells that lasted an average of 12 months. Disability histories 3 and 4 are of this type. The actuarial assumption also implies that censored disability spells in progress when observed in month $m + 12$ have an average elapsed duration of 6 months when censored. Disability history 5 in Figure 1 illustrates this situation; because this individual’s history is unobserved in month $m + 24$, it must be considered censored at month $m + 12$. If the observation interval is large relative to the average duration of spells, as it turns out to be in the case of disability, then the actuarial assumption, in combination with the use of a time-aggregated duration measure, causes the length of spells to be overestimated.

Cai et al.’s attempt to measure the duration of disability spells exacerbates the measurement problems associated with the annual-monitoring design. Disability histories 7 and 8 in Figure 1 are observationally equivalent under the annual-monitoring design: using the annual measurements, both have completed durations of 24 months. However, it is apparent that history 8 consists of two shorter spells that happen to be in progress at months 12 and 24, respectively. Histories 6 and 9 depict the analogous problems for right-censored histories; in both cases, the spells in-progress in month 12 must be coded as censored at month 24, and in both cases will be treated as representing 18 months of exposure to risk.
Analysis with PEP Data

The suitability of “uneventful data” for fitting event-history models is a relatively unstudied issue. We address the question using data from the PEP study. Using PEP’s monthly disability histories to represent the true underlying process, we simulate the disability indicators that would be obtained from an annual-interview design such as that used in the MCBS. We restrict our analysis to spells of disability with observed onset. We compare life-table estimates of the duration of disability episodes obtained from the annual and the monthly data.

The PEP study, which began in 1998, includes information collected from 754 members of a New Haven, Connecticut, health plan. All subjects were initially nondisabled, community-dwelling, and 70 or more years old; further details of the study design can be found in Gill et al. (2001) or Hardy and Gill (2004). In the present analysis, we used up to 85 months of data for a subsample of 752 “complete” cases, i.e. subjects for whom there is an uninterrupted series of two or more sequential disability assessments, ending in either (a) a month in which the disability indicator is missing, due to a missed or incomplete interview, or to participant drop-out, (b) right-censoring by the end of the observation period, or (c) death. At each interview, subjects are considered disabled if “at the present time” they either need help from someone else, or are unable to do, one or more of the following tasks: bathing themselves, walking around indoors, dressing themselves, or getting in or out of a chair.

In order to simulate annual-monitoring data of the sort used by Cai et al., we used PEP data to define a series of one-year disability-onset cohorts. Thus, any subject observed to be nondisabled at baseline (i.e., month 0), but disabled in month 12, was coded as beginning a spell of disability in the first year of the study. Subjects in that group who were also reported to be disabled in months 24, 36, and 48 were coded as remaining disabled for 2, 3, and 4 years, respectively. We adopted analogous procedures to create a cohort of subjects with onset in year
two (i.e., nondisabled in month 12 but disabled in month 24), three, four, and so on, for a total of 6 onset cohorts. The annual–monitoring design produces a total of 228 disability spells with observed beginnings.

Figure 2 presents discrete-time survival curves based on life-table calculations, for three observation plans. The uppermost curve is produced by data from the annual-monitoring design with annual measurements, which corresponds to the MCBS data used by Cai et al. In this case failure times are coded 12, 24, 36, or 48 months, as described above. Linear interpolation indicates that the median survival time using this approach is about 22.2 months. The second curve uses the same 228 disability spells, but uses the exact duration, in months, of those spells at either failure or censoring times. The difference between the two survival curves results from the measurement error associated with the actuarial assumption. The bias due to the actuarial assumption is evident; when we use the actual monthly values for duration, the median survival time falls to 6 months.

The bottom curve in Figure 2 depicts survival in the complete sample of 1050 spells detected by PEP’s monthly-monitoring design. Thus, the annual measurement scheme, which detects a total of 228 disability spells, misses almost 80 percent of the disability spells recorded in the PEP sample. Some of these additional spells result from recoding the apparently lengthy spells detected by the annual-monitoring design as two or more shorter spells (i.e., the situations depicted as histories number 8 and 9 in Figure 1). Others result from the inclusion of short spells overlooked by the annual-monitoring design (i.e., the situations depicted in histories 1-3 of Figure 1). In the monthly-monitoring sample, the median duration of a disability spell is 1 month. This agrees with results based on PEP data previously reported by Hardy and Gill (2004), which used data from the first 51 months of the PEP study. Although error bars are not shown in Figure 2, the “annual-monitoring design, annual measure” and “monthly-monitoring
design, monthly measure” survival curves are significantly different at all relevant points of comparison. For example, for the former, $S(12+) = 0.604 \pm 0.066$, while for the latter $S(12+) = 0.076 \pm 0.01$. The biases produced by the annual disability measures would be considered unacceptably large by any reasonable standard.

**Conclusion**

As noted above, most applied research on disability dynamics and active life expectancy assumes that disability dynamics are Markovian. Cai et al. claim that their less-restrictive assumption that disability dynamics are semi-Markovian provides a more accurate representation of the underlying process. We suspect that most researchers whose work adopts the Markov assumption would readily admit that disability dynamics are non-Markovian, but that the assumption represents the best that can be done in view of the deficiencies of data available for studying disability. Land et al. (1994) fitted the parameters of a embedded Markov Renewal Process to disability histories taken at 12-month intervals, while Laditka and Wolf (1998) adopted a discrete-time approach, fitting an embedded Markov chain, defined on a one-month time scale, to disability data collected at 24-month intervals. In both cases, the methods relax the assumption that there are no missed events between assessments, but at the cost of imposing a strong Markov assumption. The discrete-time approach has since been applied in a number of additional studies of active life expectancy (e.g., Jagger et al. (2003), Kaneda et al. (2005), Pérès et al. (2005)). The results presented here cast strong doubt on analyses that use current-status measures collected at intervals of 12 or more months, yet fail to account for the possibility of unrecorded events. Researchers should carefully consider the measurement properties of their data, and take care to weigh the sometimes competing demands of realism and accuracy.
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**Fig. 1.** Annual and monthly monitoring designs for detecting disability spells and measuring spell length

**disability history**
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**D:** disability is present at annual follow-up

**D:** disability is present at monthly follow-up

**U:** disability is unknown at annual follow-up
Fig. 2. Survival curves for disability spells produced by three monitoring and measurement designs

Note:
- solid line: annual monitoring design, annual measure of duration
- dashed line: annual monitoring design, monthly measure of duration
- dotted line: monthly monitoring design, monthly measure of duration